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We present a pulse sequence that enables the accurate and
spatially resolved measurements of the displacements of spins in a
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variety of (biological) systems. The pulse sequence combines
pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR with turbo spin–echo (TSE)
imaging. It is shown here that by ensuring that the phase of the
echoes within a normal spin–echo train is constant, displacement
propagators can be generated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. These
propagators accurately describe the distribution of displacements,
while imaging time is decreased by using separate phase encoding
for every echo in a TSE train. Measurements at 0.47 T on two
phantoms and the stem of an intact tomato plant demonstrate the
capability of the sequence to measure complete and accurate
propagators, encoded with 16 PFG steps, for each pixel in a 128 3
128 image (resolution 117 3 117 3 3000 mm) within 17 min.

ynamic displacement studies on a physiologically relevant time
esolution for plants are now within reach. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: flow; diffusion; transport processes; plants; porous
systems.

INTRODUCTION

Diffusion and transport processes of water in objects su
tissues, soils, model systems, plants, food, separation col
bioreactors, and biofilms are of interest for researchers in m
different fields. Some problems can arise when complex
rous systems such as vegetable or animal tissues are mon
the water status of the studied system can change quickly
water flow profiles and diffusional properties (e.g., restrictio
are generally unknown. Dynamic NMR microscopy (2) pro-
vided the means to study the distribution of water displ
ments microscopically and noninvasively in a wide variet
systems. This method combines NMR imaging with quan
tive displacement studies using pulsed field gradients (PF

Since the water status of a plant can change within ha
hour, dynamic studies of that status should be at a physi
ically relevant time scale of less than 20 min. Because the
profile and diffusive behavior of the plant tissue are not kno

1 Parts of this work were presented at the Fourth International Conferen
agnetic Resonance Microscopy and Macroscopy in Albuquerque, NM
ept. 20–24, 1997 (1).

2 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: Henk.Va
water.mf.wau.nl.
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must be constructed for every pixel of an image and the
of the properties of interest must be sufficiently high to prod
results with acceptable accuracy. The standard dynamic
experiment, in which an image withn 3 n picture elements
recorded, combined withm gradient steps to encode for d
placement takesn 3 m acquisitions to complete. Cons
quently, the total acquisition time may exceed several h
(3, 4), and changes within the measurement time will be a
aged out over the experiment. Therefore, a faster wa
performing the dynamic NMR experiment is needed in pla

The time resolution of a PFG NMR imaging experiment
be increased by reducing the number of phase and flow e
ing steps (5, 6). Reducing the number of phase encoding s
directly reduces the spatial resolution in one direction of
images, which is not desirable in plants, where the small t
dimensions require an in-plane resolution on the orde
1003 100mm. Rokittaet al.(6) assumed a certain flow profi
for the observed spins and fitted the signal, attenuated
reduced number of flow encoding steps, to a model func
Another approach to decrease measurement time is the
an echo train. Echo planar imaging (EPI, (7, 8)) is not appli-
cable in plants, because intercellular spaces in plant ti
cause magnetic field gradients in the sample and shorten tT*2
drastically (e.g.,,40 ms). In a 180° pulse train with norm
spin echoes, the signal decays under the influence of the l
T2. The multiple spin echoes can be used to step ra
throughk space by phase encoding the echoes separately
spin echo, TSE or RARE (9)). TSE is used here with the ne
feature that all echoes in the train can be acquired with con
and coherent amplitude and phase, which is a prerequisi
combining dynamic NMR microscopy with TSE. Thus
only the signal amplitude attenuation can be measured
function of the PFGs (10) but also the phase developme
containing flow information.

THEORY

The displacement of an ensemble of spins in a magnetic
can directly be measured by the use of two gradient pulseg of
durationd and spacingD (see Fig. 1). A uniform displaceme
R of the spins results in a phase shiftf of the NMR signal:
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f 5 gdg z R, [1]
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in which g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the spins observe
If the displacement of the spins within the observation

D is not uniform but completely random, e.g., diffusion i
nonflowing liquid with a self-diffusion constantD, there will

e no phase shift but only an attenuation of the NMR si
mplitudeS(g) vs g normalized to the signal amplitudeS(0) at

g 5 0 (11):

S~g!/S~0! 5 exp~2g 2g2d 2D~D 2 d/3!!. [2]

If the displacement behavior of the ensemble of spins u
observation is knowna priori, e.g., for pure uniform diffusio
or plug flow, an experiment with twog values (g 5 0 andg 5
x) would be enough to determine the flow velocity and
diffusion constant of the spins. Quantification proble
emerge if the displacement behavior of individual spins in
ensemble is not known. Experiments with twog values ca
only result in one weighted mean flow velocity or diffus
coefficient (12–17).

As soon as a biological system is studied, multiple
ensembles that differ in diffusion constants and flow veloc
contribute to the NMR signal both in spatially unresol
measurements and even in individual pixels of a high-re
tion image. To correctly quantify the unknown displacem
behavior of the observed ensemble of spins, one must me
the NMR signalS(g) as a function ofg (18). In that case, th
NMR signal is a superposition of phase terms exp(igdg z (r * 2
r)) derived from Eq. [1] weighted with the spin densityr(r ) at

positionr multiplied by the probabilityP(r ur *, D) that a spin
moves from positionr to positionr * in time D:

S~g! 5 E r~r ! E P~r ur *, D!exp~igdg z ~r * 2 r !!dr * dr .

[3]

By defining a reciprocal spaceq 5 gdg/2p and a dynami
displacementR [ r * 2 r , independent from the initial sp
position and density, one can rewrite Eq. [3] as

S~q! 5 E P# ~R, D!exp~i2pq z R!dR [4a]

P# ~R, D! 5 E S~q!exp~2i2pq z R!dq. [4b]

his demonstrates the Fourier relationship betweenS(q) and
# (R, D). A Fourier transform ofS(q), the NMR signal as
function ofq, results in the averaged probability distribution
displacements of all spins observed: the averaged propa
P# (R, D).
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usion is proportional to the corrected observation time (D 2
d/3) and results in a Gaussian propagator positioned a
mean displacementp of the observed water molecules:

P# ~R! 5 A expS2SR 2 p

s D 2Y2D . [5]

For stationary water the mean displacement is zero, result
a Gaussian distribution ofP# (R) with amplitudeA and cente

ositionp 5 0. The mean square displacements2 can be use
to calculate the diffusion coefficient of the water through

s 2 5 2D~D 2 d/3!. [6]

The probability distribution function for water flowing lam
narly through a tube is the unit step function

P# ~R! 5 C for 0 , R , Rmax

P# ~R! 5 0 for R , 0 andR . Rmax, [7]

whereC is a constant andRmax is the maximum displaceme
of the water in the tube withinD. Since flowing water als
exhibits diffusion, the unit step function is broadened and
borders atR 5 0 and R 5 Rmax appear as half-Gaussia
instead of sharp edges of the propagator.

When q-space imaging is combined with normal NM
imaging, one can perform so-called dynamic microscopy
periments, a term which was first named by Callaghan (2).

In conventional imaging, the signal in timet evolves unde
the influence of a gradientG encoding for position (in tw
dimensions). Diffusion and flow in the direction of the imag
gradients might introduce extra signal attenuation if the im
ing gradients are of significant size compared to the P
However, this extra signal attenuation, if any, will not vary
a function of the PFGs but will be equal for every step iq
space. Therefore the imaging gradients will not affect the s
of the propagator. So incorporating the well-knownk-space
description for imaging

S~k ! 5 E r~r !exp~i2pk z r !dr , [8]

with k 5 gdG/2p in Eq. [4] the total signal as a function ok
andq space is

S~k , q! 5 E r~r !exp~i2pk z r ! E P# ~R, D!

3 exp~i2pq z R!dR dr . [9]



The result of such a microscopic displacement measurement is
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209MICROSCOPIC DISPLACEMENT IMAGING
a series of conventional images, obtained after a two-di
sional Fourier transform with respect tok, which contains th
propagator of the spins after Fourier transform with respe
q in the third dimension.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Pulse Sequence

Figure 1 shows an outline of the pulsed field gradient t
spin–echo (PFG-TSE) pulse sequence. This sequence
combination of two techniques: the pulsed field gradient C
Purcell (PFG CP) sequence (19) and the turbo spin–ech
echnique, also known as RARE (9), originating from the ide
f using multiple echoes to phase encode the NMR signa7).

The improvement of this sequence compared to previou
ports on PFG-TSE (10) involves the ability to maintain
constant amplitude and phase throughout the echo train. T
the property that enables the combination of encoding for
with PFGs and decreasing the acquisition time with the
technique. A short description of the sequence follows.

In the first part of the sequence a selective 90° pulse ind
magnetization perpendicular to the static magnetic field
selected slice. This magnetization is encoded for displace
by two ramped PFGs in the slice direction. The amplitudeg
is varied from 2gmax via zero to 1gmax21 in m steps. In
calculating the effective durationd of a PFG, one ramp
included.D can be varied by changing the first echo timet e1
and additional 180° pulses with variable spacingt (20) can be
nserted between the two PFGs. The signal is not stored
hez axis duringD 2 d as in a stimulated echo (STE) seque
(21, 22) but remains in thexy plane. In thexy plane the
additional 180° pulses are used to overcome suscept
problems by refocusing the signal. The XY-8 phase sch
( xyxyyxyx) n is used to avoid losing the phase disper
mposed by the first PFG in the time between the two PFG
o RF pulse imperfections (19, 20).

In the second part of the sequence the displacement-en
complex NMR signal is phase sensitively recorded in a tra
spin echoes. The cumulative error of imperfect 180° puls
now overcome by using an MLEV-4 (x–x–x x) n phase patter
in the pulse train, which performed best with the instrume
setup used (23). The use of spin echoes compared to grad

choes has the advantage that the decay in signal amplit
he echoes in the train is governed byT2 instead ofT*2, which
is the case in an EPI experiment (12, 15). This advantage turn
into an absolute necessity if samples with very shortT*2 values
are studied. The susceptibility problems in plants can on
overcome by using a spin–echo train. The combinatio
short, hard 180° pulses (24ms) and strong, fast switchin
gradients (100ms ramps) enables short echo times (4.60 m
a spectral width of 50 kHz and 128 sample points. The rec
acquires data with a high duty cycle (2.56 ms acquisitio
every 4.60 ms echo). The signal attenuation due to the shoT*2
n-
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is negligible compared to the controlled signal attenua
resulting from the high read-out gradient to ensure tha
observed resolution of the image is the same as the calc
resolution (24, 25).

The number of echoes in the RF pulse train used for p
ncoding the NMR signal (the turbo factor tf) is variable an
etermined largely by theT2 of the sample. Figure 2shows the

k-space raster for an experiment in which eight scans wit
echoes form two images. The center ofk space, aroundky 5
0, is sampled with the first two echoes of the eight scans
subsequent echoes are placed symmetrically aroundky 5 0. In
this way, theT2 relaxation in the echo train leads to a step
decrease of the signal amplitude ink space fromky 5 0 to the
borders ofky. The choice in the number of echoes is a c-
promise between measurement time and resolution. I
many echoes are used, the signal of those pixels with shoT2

values decays too much, resulting in a heavy filtering in thky

direction: the intensity of the pixel containing water with
short T2 values is distributed over neighboring pixels in
phase-encoding direction. Different trajectories through thky

direction should minimize this artificial spreading (26). Fur-
thermore, to reduce unwanted recombination of phase-e
ing gradients, every echo is phase encoded differently fro
neighboring echoes. This is possible by rewinding the p
gradient after each echo (27).

It should be noted that the phase of the odd and even e
is not exactly the same but remains constant for both typ
echoes throughout the echo train. Therefore the odd and
echoes are separately phase encoded to form two comp
separate images (seek-space trajectory in Fig. 2). Using, f
example, a tf of 32 means that for images ofn2 pixels 2n/tf
cans are acquired in which 16 odd and 16 even echoe
sed for phase encoding the signal, resulting in twon2 complex

FIG. 1. Pulsed field gradient turbo spin–echo pulse sequence. All d
ions show a pair of crusher gradients around the first (train of) 180° pul
n the direction of the displacement-encoding PFGs (the slice direction
rushers are negligible compared to the PFGs.
r

s
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210 SCHEENEN ET AL.
images: one from the even and one from the odd echoes.
phase correction, the two complex images are summe
increase the SNR.

In the first and second parts of the sequence, hard
pulses are used, since they are short. Residual magnetiza
the hard pulses in thexy plane is suppressed with gradien
crusher pairs are applied in three directions. In the directio
the displacement-encoding PFGs, the crushers are of neg
size compared to the PFGs. The dephasing read-out grad
applied before the first 180° pulse, so refocusing of in
magnetization of the soft 90° pulse will not occur at the s
time as any residual magnetization from the hard pulses i
read-out direction. A disadvantage of using hard 180° pu
instead of soft pulses in combination with slice gradients is
the time between scans cannot be used to measure a di
slice, because the whole sample is excited with the puls
multislice experiment is still possible but requires meas
ment conditions (longer echo times or larger spectral w
different from those of a single-slice experiment (28).

FIG. 2. k-space raster for a 1283 128 image obtained in eight scans.
(a), and the second echoes of the eight scans form the center ofk space for th
around the center of thek-space raster for the odd-echo image, just like
k-space raster for the even-echo image.
ter
to
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If averaging is necessary to increase the SNR of the im
dc artifacts are subtracted by taking an even number of
ages in which the phase of the soft 90° pulse is shifted byp for
every scan. If averaging is not performed, a dc correctio
made by subtracting the mean level where no signals
present from the echoes.

Measurement Objects and Spectrometer

Three objects were used to test and illustrate the possib
of the pulse sequence: two phantoms and a tomato plan
first phantom consisted of six small test tubes filled with wa
doped with different concentrations of MnCl2 to vary theT2.
This was done to study the effect of the differentT2 values on
he quality of the TSE images and the effect on the single-
ropagators. The second phantom, used to evaluate the
acy of measuring flow with the PFG-TSE imaging seque
as a test tube (i.d. 3.0 cm) filled with doped water (tap w
ith CuSO4). Inside the test tube with stationary water wa

first echoes of the eight scans form the center ofk space for the odd-echo ima
en-echo image (b). The third and all other odd echoes are placed symm
fourth and further even echoes are placed symmetrically around the c
The
e ev
the
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TABLE 1
Mean Values and Standard Deviations (SD) of the Following Calculated Parameters for the Six Different Tubes in the First Phantom:
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second, empty test tube and a third, flexible, looped tube
water passing through the RF coil two times: flowing up
down. The flow rate through the flexible tube was contro
with a Waters 4000 HPLC pump (Waters Corp., Milford, M

The final object was a 60 cm tall, 10 week old, tomato p
The plant, including pot, was put in the instrumental s
(light intensity approximately 150 lux, relative humidity 65
and air temperature 26°C) 2 days before measurement
was flowering during the measurement.

The spectrometer was an SMIS console (SMIS Ltd., G
ford, Surrey, UK), operating at 20.35 MHz, equipped with
electromagnet (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany), which gene
the 0.47 T field over a 14 cm air gap and is stabilized by the
of an external19F lock unit (SMIS). The phantoms and t
tomato plant were measured in a custom-engineered gra
and RF probe (Doty Scientific Inc., Columbia, SC) with a
mm (i.d.) cylindrical central bore, accessible from both e
The 48 mm solenoid RF coil was surrounded by a se
actively shielded gradients (maximum strengths were
0.51, and 0.60 T/m for thex, y, andz directions, respectively
For the measurements on the tomato plant, the probe’s R
was detuned and an extra solenoid RF coil with an i.d. o
mm, directly wrapped around the plant stem, was inserte
the 45 mm bore gap of the gradient probe, increasing the
by a factor of approximately 48/15' 3 (29).

Signal Processing

A data set ofm images withn2 pixels obtained with th
PFG-TSE pulse sequence contains three dimensions of
plex data. The first dimension containsn sample points i
which one echo is read out. The second dimension is comp
of a number of views (2n/tf) and echoes (tf), which are ne

ssary to form the total ofn phase-encoding steps for t
images. The third dimension holds them PFG steps. Th

rimary data handling involves reshuffling the different vie
nd echoes inton phase-encoding steps for two images in
orrect order with respect toky. The complexk-space data
ourier transformed and here the main reason for obtainin
omplete complex images emerges: the image constr
rom the odd echoes is shifted slightly in the phase-enco

The T2, the Signal Amplitude at the Moment of Excitation (A
Self-Diffusion Constant in the Stejskal–Tanner Plot (D2)

Tube
[MnCl2]
(mmol/L)

T2

(ms)
SD
(ms)

Amp
(au)

I 0.0 1.53 103 4.5 3 103 10.2
II 0.2 118 3 25.8

III 0.4 59.8 2.1 26.1
IV 0.8 29.2 1.3 24.6
V 2.5 8.3 1.7 22.7

VI 5.0 5.4 0.5 23.8
th
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direction (less than one pixel) with respect to the image o
even echoes. A first-order phase correction in the phase-e
ing direction before the Fourier transform minimizes the
ference in position of the sample in the two images.

Subsequently, zero- and first-order phase corrections o
even and odd echo images atg 5 0 are performed in bo
mage directions and used to correct the displacement-en
mages. Furthermore, a linear phase shift of the total im
ith respect tog is caused by a PFG-dependentB0 field shift

and is corrected by zeroing the phase of stationary water
in a reference tube or in the studied object. Finally, the
direction or q-space data are zero filled once and Fou
transformed to form a complex propagator for every pixe
the even and odd images. The propagators of the odd im
are mirrored and shifted by one point to enable the additio
the odd and even images to one final image set (so-c
propagator images). The real part of this set contains
propagators whereas the imaginary part only contains n
The width of the displacement axis of the propagator is d
mined by 1/ggstepd. In the 3D FT no filtering is applied. A
data handling is performed in IDL (RSI, Boulder, CO).

RESULTS

The Phantoms

TheT2 values of the six test tubes in the first phantom va
over a range of three decades. To measure theseT2 values, we
used a multiecho experiment with a train of 48 echoes (
time n 3 4.6 ms) to obtain a series of images with decrea
intensity. For every pixel in the images the real part of
complex signal attenuation (after phase correction) in the
train was fitted to a monoexponential decay to calculate v
for T2 and the initial signal amplitude (23). Table 1contains
the calculated values of meanT2 and initial signal amplitud
together with standard deviations for every tube:T2 values
range from 5.4 ms to 1.5 s. The mean signal amplitude
every tube was calculated from only those pixels (aroun
for every tube) that were completely filled with water: we
not use pixels near edges to exclude partial volume eff

), the Self-Diffusion Constant in the Propagator (D1), and the

)
D 1

(1029 m2/s)
SD

(1029 m2/s)
D 2

(1029 m2/s)
SD

(1029 m2/s)

6 2.20 0.16 2.20 0.19
.1 2.19 0.13 2.24 0.13
.1 2.18 0.18 2.27 0.17
.4 2.23 0.13 2.37 0.22
.8 2.18 0.16 2.30 0.30
.4 2.08 0.29 1.97 0.40
mp

SD
(au

0.
1
1
1
1
3
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212 SCHEENEN ET AL.
Since partial volume effects do not significantly influe
signal attenuation, we did use partially filled pixels to calcu
T2 values; for the meanT2 values, around 80 pixels were us
for calculations. In the calculated mean amplitudes the am
tudes of tubes II to VI are comparable. Only tube I show
lower amplitude, because of partial saturation: the low si
intensity and the longT2 (and therefore longT1) compared t
tr result in an inaccurate estimation ofT2 and an underes-
mated calculated amplitude (see Table 1).

FIG. 3. Images of six tubes with doped water: (a) the real part o
complex signal atg 5 0 of a PFG-TSE experiment; (b)D for every pixel
calculated through Eq. [5], withs derived from the fit to the propagat

arameters: image size 1283 128 pixels, field of view (FOV) 55 mm,t e1 13.0
ms, t e2 4.6 ms,D 6.26 ms,d 3.5 ms, tr 480 ms, slice thickness 3 mm, 16 P
steps, PFGmax 0.457 T/m, tf 16, measurement time 4 min 23 s,T 24°C.

FIG. 4. Summary of data of the phantom with stationary and flowing w
of three individual pixels (solid lines) and their fits to the Gaussian functi
and one pixel has maximum flow down through the slice. (c) Mesh plot
wo antisymmetrical parabolic profiles in the tube with flowing water. Par
thickness 3 mm, 32 PFG steps, PFGmax 0.385 T/m, tf 32, measurement tim
e

li-
a
al

doped water, acquired with the PFG-TSE sequence atg 5 0.
Although the first echo in the experiment is at 13.0 ms a
excitation, one can still observe tube VI with aT2 of 5.4 ms
The effect of smearing of these shortT2 values in the vertica
phase-encoding direction of the images is clear in tubes V
VI and some vertical ghosting is present around tubes IV
V (maximum intensity around 7% of maximum intensity in
tube). Subsequently, we obtained propagator images for t
phantom tubes and subjected all propagators to a non
least-squares fit to a Gaussian function (Eq. [5]) using
Levenberg–Marquardt method (30). To calculate the diffusio
onstantD from s, we used Eq. [6]. These results are prese

in Fig. 3b. The data from the PFG-TSE experiment were
analyzed in the same manner as proposed by Stejska
Tanner (Eq. [2], (11)): a weighted least-squares linear fit
ln(S( g)/S(0)) to g2g2d2(D 2 d/3) for every pixel resulted in
D map. The meanD and its standard deviation (SD) for ea
tube in the images is summarized in Table 1. We take 2.23
1029 m2/s to be the self-diffusion constantD for free water.

Propagator images of the second phantom (Fig. 4a)
fitted to Eq. [5]. The propagators of three pixels (solid lines
one pixel with stationary water, one pixel in the middle of
tube with water flowing up, and one pixel in the middle of

e

r. (a) An image atg 5 0, perpendicular to the axes of the tubes. (b) The propag
dashed line). One pixel contains stationary water, one pixel has maximum flow up
e spatial distribution of displacements. The countercurrent flow of watets in

eters: FOV 40 mm,t e1 20.2 ms,t e2 4.8 ms,D 12.76 ms,d 4.5 ms, tr 1700 ms, slic
6 min 30 s,T 24°C, volume flow 1.00 ml/min.
ate
on (
of th
am
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tube with water flowing down—with their fits (dashed lines
the Gaussian function are displayed in Fig. 4b. Since disp
ment caused by coherent flow is proportional toD, the position
p of the fit to the Gaussian function corresponds to the m
displacement of the water in the observed pixel withinD.
Figure 4c displaysp for every individual pixel of the slic
through the phantom. The maximum displacement of the w
flowing up and down through the slice was measured at
and 58.9mm within D, respectively. These values corresp
to linear flow velocities of 4.76 and 4.62 mm/s. The for
water volume flow of the pump was set to 16.7 mm3/s, which
assuming a laminar, parabolic flow profile exists within the
(i.d. 3.0 mm), results in a maximum linear velocity of 4.72 mm

Additionally, Eq. [1] predicts a linear relation between
phase of the NMR signal and the displacement of the spi
time D. When the phase of the signal of the center of the t
was fitted to Eq. [1], we found a maximum linear velocity
4.81 mm/s (flowing up) and 4.52 mm/s (flowing down). T
correct value should be 4.72 mm/s, as reported earlier.

The Tomato Plant

The most demanding object in terms of time resolution
spatial resolution, but also the most interesting object in t
of dynamics presented here, is the stem of a tomato p

FIG. 5. Images of a transverse slice through the stem of the tomato
t g 5 0 of the real signal amplitude after phase correction. (d) Images

mm. The shown signal intensities are in arbitrary units. Parameters for
acquisition time 32 min,T 26°C. Extra parameters for (c) and (d): FOV 15
tf 32, measurement time 17 min 8 s.
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Figures 5a and 5b show single-parameter images of the
plitude andT2 of the stem of the tomato plant, acquired in
same manner as described for the first phantom. The
image atg 5 0 is shown in Fig. 5c. One can observe that
tem mainly consists of spongy parenchyma with large c
hich results in high values forT2. In the center of the stem

cavity is visible where no signal is detected. The outer ring
the stem, from the ring with lower intensity near the mid
and three broadened regions visible in the amplitude imag
to the surface of the stem contain transport vessels with
porting tissues and fibers.T2 values in the outer rings sho
more diversity because of the different cell structures and
(31) which occur there. The dot on the lower right side of
mages is a reference tube with doped water. The refe
ube axis is not exactly perpendicular to the image plane
mage is somewhat elliptical.

The pixel size of this image set containing the single p
ropagators is 1173 117 3 3000 mm. From microscopi

studies, we know that the internal diameters of the xy
vessels in the stem range from approximately 10 to 160mm
(32). Distances between individual xylem vessels are in
same order of magnitude.

Since most xylem vessel radii are smaller than the pixel
there will probably be no pixels in the images that contain
flowing water. From the information contained in the pro
gator images, images can be constructed representing the

nt. (a) A calculated amplitude image. (b) A calculatedT2 image. (c) A TSE imag
e real signal amplitude at calculated displacements of 0, 11.4, 22.8, 345.6
and (b): FOV 14 mm,t e1 8.6 ms,t e2 5.2 ms, tr 1500 ms, slice thickness 3 m
,e1 17.2 ms,D 9.56 ms,d 4.5 ms, tr 800 ms, 16 PFG steps, PFGmax 0.457 T/m
pla
of th
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agator intensity for a certain displacement. A series of
images (Fig. 5d) gives an overview of the water displacem
in the slice. In this way, one can detect three areas with p
with low amplitudes at 0mm displacement but high intensity
larger displacement. The pixels in these areas resemble v
elements in which water is transported upward in the plan
they coincide with the regions with active xylem vessels o
tomato plant (32).

The propagator of one pixel in the active xylem are
isplayed in Fig. 6, together with the propagator of a pixe

he reference tube. The propagator of the pixel in the xy
rea shows displacements withinD up to 30mm, which cor-

responds to a flow velocity of 3.1 mm/s. The shape of
“flowing” part of this propagator is not simply a Gaussi
broadened step function, which would be the case for lam
flow in a single xylem vessel only (Eq. [7]). Apparently,
volume element corresponding to the pixel with the propag
shown in Fig. 6 contains more than one vessel with flow
water. It might hold a part of a second vessel with flow
water that causes more signal than expected in the
displacements (10–20mm) of the propagator.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The amplitude images (Figs. 3a, 4a, and 5c) of the diffe
objects show that the TSE part of the sequence produce
images without unexpected artifacts. This means that the
plitude and phase of the NMR signal throughout the echo
is constant, which is a prerequisite for calculating real im
and for monitoring flow-induced phase shifts within the e
train.

FIG. 6. Propagator of a pixel in the reference tube (dashed line) a
pixel in one of the three areas of the tomato plant that show flow (solid
h
nt
ls

me
d
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m
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of the first phantom by the fit of the propagator to a Gaus
function resulted in values around the value ofD for free wate

t 24°C (Table 1). The error inD, which is 8% or smaller fo
tubes I to V, remains well within a standard deviation (SD
10%. SinceD is proportional tog2 (Eq. [2]) and the gradien
noise can be up to 3%, deviations inD up to 6% are the resu
of gradient noise.

The calculation ofD by the Stejskal–Tanner (ST) analy
should result in approximately the same values forD as ob
tained with the propagator analysis, because the same da
used for both calculations. In the measurements reported
the ST analysis gives less accurate results. In the propa
analysis three parameters are fitted to the data, which i
parameter more than in the ST analysis. This third paramep,
the position of the Gaussian-shaped propagator, is not a
zero as can be seen in Fig. 4c. The ST analysis does no
a parameter to correct for this error, which, of course, is
present in the data before the FT, and this error results
higher SD in D, despite the fact that introducing extra
parameters normally results in higher SD values.

From the results in Fig. 3a one can see that the very shoT2

values cause a smearing of the signal intensities in the ve
phase-encoding direction. The shape of the propagator o
volume element, however, remains the same as the prop
originating from the pixels with a longerT2, though its tota
amplitude is smeared over the neighboring pixels. Tube V
the first phantom is an example of a sample with vol
elements with very shortT2 values (5.4 ms). The calculation
D by propagator analysis is still rather accurate, albeit w
higher SD. In homogeneous samples, this poses no pro
Problems can emerge if two neighboring volume elements
have a shortT2 and a different displacement behavior:
adjoining pixels of a TSE image the shape of the propaga
mainly defined by the displacement behavior of the co
sponding volume element, but in this special case, both p
will experience substantial interference from each other.
might consider lowering the spatial resolution to merge p
with water with large and smallT2 values together. This cou
also be a strategy in quantifying the propagators of all pixe
a slice to calculate the total volume flow through the slice (33).

The second phantom shows that besides diffusion also
information is well preserved in the echo train. An unsta
amplitude and phase in the echo train would obscure
displacement-correlated phase shift, enforced by the PFG
measured maximum flow velocities (4.62 and 4.76 mm/s
accurate within 2% to the actual maximum flow velocitie
the tube, as driven by the pump (4.72 mm/s).

The areas with water transport in the xylem of a tomato p
emerge after constructing images at different positions o
displacement axis (Fig. 5d). These three areas can al
recognized in theT2 image. In theT2 image (Fig. 5b) the are
show a highT2 variance, which may be caused by la
differences inT2 of the water in a xylem vessel and water
supporting or accompanying cells. One pixel can contain m

a
).



vessels with varying diameters than another, resulting in dif-
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ferentT2 values.
The shape of a propagator from a volume element in

ylem area is not a summation of a symmetrical Gaus
haped peak at zero displacement and one step function,
ned by diffusion. At the obtained resolution one pixel re
ents one or more xylem vessels and/or a part of one or
ylem vessels with accompanying tissue. This can result
ange of propagator shapes that are not known in advanc
hus obstructs the possibility to fit the propagator to a m
unction for quantification. The possibility to obtain propa
ors with high spatial resolution, acceptable accuracy, a
ealistic measurement time demands the need for a mode
uantification of the propagator formalism (33).
The pixel size and the amount of time spent on acquis

of the images of the tomato plant were small enoug
justifiably entitle the PFG-TSE technique as a fast microsc
displacement imaging technique. If averaging is not neces
and one would use 16 PFG steps, tr 1 s, tf 32, and image
128 3 128, the acquisition of a complete set of propag
mages would take 2 min 8 s. At 0.47 T an accurate ma
ater displacements in a tomato plant stem with a resoluti
17 3 117 3 3000mm could be obtained in 17 min 8 s.
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